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From publicity through to thank yous

FOREWORD
As a community, we have generations of
experience in running effective and popular
events. However, we are now faced with
a number of challenges taking this success
into the future:

ê A lot of this practical knowledge

is ‘between people’s ears’ and is
not always passed on to peers and
younger generations;

ê Our success in attracting conventional

media attention has been mixed, but there
is still great potential if we take a more
persistent, professional approach; and,

ê The new e-media space is fragmented and
sometimes difficult to comprehend, but
many groups within the community have
made significant steps in penetrating this
new information world.

The following pages gather together in one
place the lessons learned by our community and
the advice of experts. They mean to improve our

skills in the three areas identified above. Please
make full use of them to raise your own abilities.
But don’t stop there. Go beyond this publication in developing your expertise. Share with
others what you’ve learned and, in turn, learn
from them.
The Ukrainian Canadian Congress has prepared
this ‘event-kit-in-a-box’ as part of our commitment to celebrating Canada’s 150 Anniversary,
with the support of Heritage Canada. We
anticipate it will be useful to our community
beyond the project's terms, as well as to other
communities looking to engage people and
increase their reach. This kit will thus remain as
a permanent part of the UCC’s open website,
available to all.

Paul Grod,
President
Ukrainian Canadian Congress
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“TO SET YOURSELF UP FOR

SUCCESS, SET THREE TO FIVE
SMART OBJECTIVES AT THE
BEGINNING OF A PROJECT.”

1.
PURPOSE
The ultimate first step in planning an event is
to determine its purpose and set goals and objectives. Your final vision (goals) and what you hope
to achieve (objectives) form your event’s purpose.

GOALS
Goals describe what success means for your event
or project. The statement(s) is the anchor to the
objectives you will work to achieve in creating
an event.

OBJECTIVES
To set yourself up for success, develop three to five
SMART objectives at the beginning of any project.
Objectives will help you stay on track throughout
the planning process and evaluate your success
post event.
SMART stands for:

êê Specific
êê Measurable
êê Achievable
êê Relevant
êê Time-bound

S

Specific

Make your objective as specific as possible. Avoid
broad statements and zero in on what it is you
want to achieve with your event. Answer these
questions: What do you want to accomplish? Who
needs to be included? When do you want to do this?
Why is this an objective?

M

Measurable

Measurable targets help you evaluate success
throughout the planning phase (allowing you to
adjust if need be) and after the event has wrapped
up. Examples of measures could include attendance,
revenue, website traffic — components that have a
number. Answer these questions: What do you need
the end result to be? How will you measure progress?

A

Achievable

Be realistic. Set you and your team up for success
depending on your available resources (i.e. money,
volunteers, committee members, etc.). Set objectives
that are motivating, rather than unrealistic and
potentially deterring from your effectiveness and
end result. Answer these questions: Do you have
the resources and skills to achieve this goal? What is
the motivation factor? Can you truly make it happen?
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“TARGET DATES ARE ESSENTIAL

TO KEEPING PLANS ON TRACK
AND TO MEETING OBJECTIVES
AND ACCOMPLISHING GOALS.”

R

Relevant

T

Events are often planned in support of a company,
organization or project. When setting objectives,
consider their priorities and how you can align your
event with them. Answer these questions: Why are
you setting this goal? Who are you representing? Is it
aligned with the company’s overall objectives?

Time-Bound

Last but not least, set a timeline and deadlines.
Target dates are essential to keeping plans on track
and to meeting objectives and accomplishing goals.
With deadlines, comes motivation. Answer these
questions: When does this goal need to be achieved
by? Is it realistic? Too soon? Too far?

SMART GOAL AND OBJECTIVES EXAMPLE
GOAL: I want to host a conference to showcase Ukrainian culture.
OBJECTIVES:
1. Sell at least 150 tickets.
2. Secure $10,000 in sponsorship.
3. Raise more than $5,000 for the community fund.
Specific: The event is a conference that will showcase Ukrainian affairs in Canada for
150 guests.
Measurable: Targets for ticket sales and money raised have been set.
Attainable: Local community organizations and leaders have expressed interest in
supporting this event and we have an engaged social media audience to which we can
promote the event.
Relevant: Hosting a conference on Ukrainian affairs will demonstrate the value of the
Ukrainian organizations in Canada.
Time-Based: The event will four months from now, allowing sufficient time for an organized
team and schedule to be developed, in support of holding a successful event.

4
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2.
AUDIENCE
Following your goal and objective setting, defining a
target audience will help bring shape to your event.
Who will your guests be? Is it a family-centred event?
Is the event for students? Business professionals?
Once your demographic is accounted for, the most
common question heard within the event management world is: “how do I reach my event’s target

audience?” Defining your target audience will
help generate:

êê Date, time and length
êê Venue, theme and programming
êê Communications and marketing tactics

TIP: YOUR GUIDE TO EVENT PLANNING
FOR THE GENERATIONS
There are four categories of event-goers who differ in their preferences and expectations.
Here are things to consider when working with certain age groups:
Traditionalists (born 1945 and before): location proximity, ease of accessing the venue, cleanliness, high quality of service, wheelchair access, seating, access to food and drink.
Baby Boomers (born 1946-1964): location proximity, cleanliness, Wi-Fi, comfort, seating,
access to food and drink, conversation.
Generation X (born 1965-1976): connection, personalization, interaction, vibrant activities,
uniqueness, Wi-Fi, integrated technology, location or proximity.
Millennials or Gen Y (born 1977-1995): cost, modern facilities, networking, conversation, giveaways, entertainment, Wi-Fi, integrated technology, proximity to nightlife.
iGen, Gen Z or Centennials (born 1996 and later): value driven, trendy, integrated technology,
Wi-Fi, experience, entertainment/activities, proximity to nightlife.
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3.
BUDGET
With goals, objectives and audiences defined, set
your budget (or confirm how much is available
from the host organization) and develop a plan to
track finances. Below are the steps to setting up
your budget:

1. Determine your working budget.
2. Make a list of all the items you expect to spend
money on, such as venue rental, décor, catering,
music, posters, etc. and estimate their cost.

3. Research! Request quotes from three suppliers
to get the best price possible.

4. Record your actual cost, allowing you to compare your “estimated cost” to the “actual cost.”

5. Leave a buffer in your budget for unexpected costs. Experts suggest to allocate
10% of your funds towards last-minute or
unexpected expenses.

EXTRA RESOURCES
Event Budget Template

6
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ITEMS TO BUDGET FOR
Administrative

êê Salary, honorariums or gratuities
êê Travel (gas, parking, etc.)
êê Accommodations
êê Food, per diems

Facility

êê Venue rental
êê Décor (e.g. flowers, centrepieces, linens,
furniture)

êê Catering (food and drink)
êê Tables/chairs
êê Staffing
êê Audiovisual equipment and labour
êê Security
êê Technology (e.g. Wi-Fi, IT support)
êê Parking
êê Cleaning services

“EXPERTS SUGGEST

TO ALLOCATE 10% OF
YOUR FUNDS TOWARDS
LAST-MINUTE OR
UNEXPECTED EXPENSES.”

Logistics

êê Event insurance
êê Contracts
êê Permits

Communications and Marketing

êê Advertising
êê Printing (e.g. signs, maps, flyers, invitations,
schedules, etc.)

êê Shipping
êê Photography/videography
êê Website and/or mobile app development
êê “Swag” giveaways
Registration

êê Software
êê Printer and paper
êê Signage, tags
êê T-shirts

Speakers and Guests

êê Compensation/honorariums
êê Travel
êê Accommodations
êê Food and drink
êê Thank you gifts
êê Workshop materials

Sponsors

êê Signage
êê Thank you gifts

Entertainment

êê Photo booth
êê Music/DJ/band
êê Gaming rentals
êê Auctioneer

Guest Services

êê Shuttle/charter services
êê Storage
êê Coat check
êê Parking
êê Tickets
êê First aid
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4.
DATE AND
VENUE
DATE
Choose a date that does not conflict with any
major events in your city (depending on the nature
of your event and its target audience). Try to
avoid major holidays, school breaks and religious
holidays. Select three potential dates to check
availability and prices of your venue, entertainment, etc. Be sure to always check your selected
event dates with key participants such as: speakers,
presenters and VIP guests.
Give yourself enough time! Each event comes with
its ideal planning time. The reality is the more time
you have, the easier it will be to coordinate. Plan
your schedule accordingly.

MORE ONLINE
University of Toronto: Event
Planning Checklist
FitSmallBusiness.com: Event Planning
Checklist & How-To Guide

VENUE
Your vision for the event, the target audience, and of
course, the budget will influence what kind of venue
is required. Important considerations include:

êê How many people will attend your event?
êê Is the venue conveniently located?

8
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êê Does the venue’s atmosphere align with
your vision?

êê What kind of events has the venue
hosted prior?

êê Is there support staff available to help you?
êê What other services are available/optional/
mandatory, such as catering, audiovisual,
security or parking?

êê What are the venue fees and what extras are
not included in the fee?

Logistical considerations for venues aside, there’s
ample opportunity to select between traditional
and non-traditional venues that can host any type
of event you imagine:

êê Hotel (meeting rooms, ballroom)
êê Conference/convention centre
êê Municipal or community space
êê Park or public garden
êê Arena or stadium
êê Restaurant
êê Rooftop terrace
êê Museum, art gallery, theatre
êê School
êê Banquet halls

5.
BRAND
Bring your event to life by giving it a brand, look
and feel:

êê Pick an event name that embodies your

theme (e.g. Midnight in Paris, Roaring 20s)

êê Finalize a logo with your marketing team to
illustrate your theme and add character to
event collateral (e.g. website, flyers, tickets,
menu, etc.)

êê Create a tag line that is catchy and
grabs attention

6.
EVENT TEAM
The most effective events are a group effort.
Consider recruiting or hiring staff, volunteers or
both to lead and execute the different components
of event management. Find individuals who are
hard workers and team players who can be organized and pay attention to detail. The selected
individuals should have the related skills and
bandwidth to fulfill their designated roles within
your team.

ROLES
Your team’s size will depend on the type and size of
your event, what human resources you have at your
disposal and the lead time to event day. Common
events team roles include:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Team Lead
Logistics and Operations
Programming

5. Registration
6. Finance
7. Communications and Marketing
8. Safety and Security
9. Volunteer Management
Large events typically have leads for the sections
above who manage a team of staff or volunteers
dedicated to that section.

RESPONSIBILITIES
Each team member should be designated a role
that suits their skill sets and abilities, or that
they are passionate about. More often than not,
team members take on multiple roles. In the end,
it is important that each person involved has
the capacity to carry out their tasks and get the
job done!

Sponsorship
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ROLE

RESPONSIBILITIES

Team Lead

 In charge of the events team
 Recruits and assigns team leads
 Manages the event team
 Plans and hosts team meetings
 Oversees critical path
 Signatory on documents (e.g. quotes, orders, cheques, etc.)
 Accountable for success of the event

Logistics and Operations

 Manages details and schedules
 Liaises and works directly with venue staff
 Organizes and arranges transportation
 Organizes and arranges catering
 Organizes and arranges décor needs
 Coordinates set-ups, deliveries, take down
 Works closely with all sections of the event to ensure
smooth deliverables

 Creates final event/production schedule of events from set up
to take down
Registration

 Sends out invitations to guests
 Tracks RSVPs
 Send necessary updates to guests
 Confirms dietary or special needs of each guest
 Leads registration desk on event day
 Sends post-event thank you to guests

Communications and Marketing

 Designs look and feel of event
 Creates a communication and marketing plan
 Designs and coordinates production of marketing materials
(physical and digital)

 Manages creation of event collateral (e.g. website, menus,
programs, flyers, etc.)

10
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ROLE

RESPONSIBILITIES

Programming

 Seeks out and hires entertainment, performers, speakers
 Creates the event schedule and timing
 Negotiates prices, quotes and honorariums
 Arranges audiovisual components
 Arranges necessary accommodations and transportation of
entertainment, performers and speakers

Finance

 Tracks and manages budget for the event
 Liaises with all areas to ensure event is on target financially
 Provides and organizes float necessary on event day
 Reports to Team Lead

Sponsorship

 Liaises with finance lead to determine event needs
 Creates sponsorship packages and plans outreach
(e.g. presenting sponsors, tiers, event component sponsors)

 Negotiates and manages sponsor relationships
 Ensures sponsors logo and activation promises are met for
each sponsor (in close collaboration with communications
and marketing)
Safety and Security

 Creates contingency plan for emergencies
 Hires security, paramedic or police services (where needed)
 Ensures event complies with fire safety
 Ensures event is accessible to all guests (e.g. wheelchair access)

Volunteer Management

 Liaises with all roles to determine volunteer needs
 Recruits volunteers
 Communicates with and schedules all volunteers
 Provides food and beverage to volunteers on event day

“EACH TEAM MEMBER SHOULD BE

DESIGNATED A ROLE THAT SUITS
THEIR SKILL SETS AND ABILITIES…”
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7.
CRITICAL
PATH
With so many moving parts in event planning,
organization is critical. The greatest event resource
to any planner and team is a well-developed critical
path. A critical path is a detailed workplan outlining everything that has to be done and records
deadlines, dates, and leads. A clear path that all
team members consult regularly is key to successful
coordination of an event.
A critical path should list the task, the date to start
working on it, the deadline for completion and who
on the team is responsible. Be specific and detailed,
outlining the steps required to complete tasks.
For example, the task of “send invites” could also
include: assemble guest list, draft invitation text,

design invite. Identifying the steps involved with
tasks will help event teams schedule the appropriate time needed and meet deadlines.

MORE ONLINE
University of Calgary: Critical Paths

EXTRA RESOURCES
Critical Path Template
Checklist Schedule

8.
EVENT
TYPES
Just as there are countless event theme options and a multitude of venue possibilities,
there are many types of different events. This section will cover a selection of the
most common events and the different elements involved with each.
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MEETINGS & CONFERENCES

FUNDRAISERS

BANQUETS

TRIVIA NIGHT

NETWORKING

SPORTS AND TOURNAMENTS
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MEETINGS & CONFERENCES
Hosting a meeting or conference requires a lot of thought and organization.
A conference can take as little as six months to as much as three years to
coordinate. You can also host meetings that can be organized as quick as the
next day. To make your planning simpler, here are steps and resources to hosting
a successful conference and/or meeting.
STEP 1: CRAFT YOUR VISION
Select a date

Select length of your conference

Choose venue and location

Determine attendee numbers

Select type of conference/meeting

Create an itinerary

Select a date: have three potential dates in
mind and compare the availability of your venue
and participants.
Choose venue: depending on your audience type,
select a venue that is easily accessible for public
transportation, parking and accommodations
(if necessary).
Select type of conference/meeting:

êê Conference: the most common term used to
describe an event or meeting dedicated to
exploring and discussing topics.

êê Symposium: where a collection of papers on

a specific subject is the focus of the discussion
and meeting. There can be many speakers
presenting on the subject. The discussion is
often followed by a banquet or dinner.

êê Seminar: most commonly used in an aca-

demic setting. Often students will gather for
a seminar hosted by a professor to gain a
better understanding of a subject.

êê Workshop: a type of meeting where guests
have the opportunity to engage with one
another to gain skills, share ideas and
view demonstrations.

êê Round table: guests are convened for an
open discussion on a subject.

êê Panel Discussion: a formal discussion in

front of an audience where key speakers have
been selected to speak on a chosen topic.
The discussion is usually led by a moderator
who poses questions to generate discussion.
Attendees often have an opportunity to
pose questions, too. Speakers are commonly
seated at a “head table” at the front of the
room/hall facing the audience.

êê Trade Show: an industry specific conference

where businesses and organizations can
purchase exhibit space to promote their
products or services. At this type of event,
you can intertwine workshops and seminars
to increase the exchange of information from
exhibitors to attendees.
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Select length of your conference: Determine
how many hours or days your conference will last.
The longer the event, the more costly.

Determine attendee numbers: Your venue and
its size, along with your budget, will dictate how
many attendees you can host. Draft a basic list of
who you plan to invite and how many you anticipate will confirm.

Create an itinerary: Draft a preliminary timetable to help determine the flow of your event.
MORE ONLINE
Agenda Sample
Conference Sample

STEP 2: CREATE A BUDGET
Estimate a budget

Estimate a budget: Be sure to refer to
Section 3: Budget of this document. This part of
planning is crucial to help set event benchmarks
moving forward.

Determine revenue sources: Start with areas
where you hope to make money to cover the costs
of your event or to make additional funds.

êê Ticket prices: determine how much your
conference will cost per attendees

êê Member rate: sell discounted tickets to

members vs. non-members of an organization as an incentive for members to attend
and an incentive for non-members to join
your organization.

14
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Determine revenue sources

êê Early bird rate: sell tickets with a

discounted rate for those who purchase
them before a specific date, encouraging
early registration.

êê Sponsorship package: approach companies

or individuals who would have an interest in
sponsoring your meeting/conference so they
may have visibility to your audience. Packages
could be tiered (e.g. bronze, silver, gold, platinum) or for a component (e.g. panel sessions,
networking breaks, workshop)

MORE ONLINE
SpinWeb: Creative Sponsorship Packages

STEP 3: SELECT VENUE AND SERVICES
Select a venue

Select hotel partner

Select catering partner

Select transportation

Select a venue: the venue you select will affect
your catering and audiovisual requirements as
many venues come with in-house services.
Choose a venue that makes sense for your event
and audience type:

êê Date availability: Ensure your venue is
available on your required dates.

êê Theme: Do you have a theme for your

conference/meeting? Does the venue suit
this theme?

êê Accessibility: Confirm the venue is easy to
get to (e.g. close to the highway, airport or
public transit). Ensure there is wheelchair
accessibility.

êê Parking: Determine the availability of adeêê
êê

quate parking. Does it cost money for guests?
Is there a bus station nearby?
Wireless internet: No longer a “nice to have,”
it’s a must. Negotiate or confirm access to the
internet for your guests. Determine the costs
and the specific access code for your event.
Catering: Do you need to hire a caterer
or do you need/want to use the venue’s
in-house caterers?

êê Audiovisual: Do you require microphones,

projectors, televisions, stage, etc.? Does the
venue provide this service?

êê Floor space: Is the meeting space big enough
to meet your needs? What table set-ups can
the space accommodate (e.g. banquet, classroom, theatre, conference, u-shape, etc.).

êê Janitorial Services: Will you need to hire

your own cleaning service or is it included
in your venue?

êê Security Services: Determine whether you will
need to hire your own security service or if it is
offered at your selected venue.

êê Schedule a site visit: Coordinate a time to
visit the venue in person to ensure it is the
right fit for your event.

êê Reviews and references: Review what the

venue has done for other guests and similar
events. Consult reviews and references.

êê Get a contract: Always confirm your venue
and its services in writing to prevent any
additional costs or missing services.

êê Cancellation policy: Unexpected circum-

stances do arise. Confirm with your venue
what the cancellation policy is, as well as any
penalties that may arise from a date change
or event cancellation.

Select catering partner: Depending on the
venue, the space may offer catering options. You
may have a choice to bring in outside food, or you
may be restricted to the in-house option. Here are
considerations for selecting catering:

êê Select your needs and requirements:

Decide what food you need (e.g. meals,
snacks, buffet, beverages, etc.) Work closely
with your caterer to find the best price
and service.
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êê Flexibility: Ideally, you want a caterer that

can tailor to your attendees’ needs. (e.g.
gluten-free, vegetarian, Kosher or Halal, etc.)
Some caterers will even work with you to create a specific menu to suit your theme, such
as Ukrainian cuisine.

êê Gratuity: Find out whether gratuity (tips) are
included in your catering price so you are not
surprised with a food bill PLUS an additional
15–20% gratuity fee. Request information on
how many catering staff will be working at
your event.

êê Explore options: When selecting your final

menu, request three different options so that
you may compare prices to find catering that
suits you and your event budget.

êê Reviews and references: Consult the internet
or previous customers. Request references.

êê Get a contract: Always confirm your catering
services in writing to prevent being charged
for additional costs or missing services. The
contract should include the services they are
providing you such as: set-up, linens, menu
selections, number of guests being served,
beverage selections, staff (bar and serving),
and all additional details specific to your
event. Confirm when you must provide final
attendance numbers.

êê Cancellation policy: Unexpected circum-

stances do arise. Confirm with your caterer
what the cancellation policy is, as well as any
penalties that may arise from a date change
or event cancellation.

Select hotel partner: When hosting a conference
or a meeting you are often in charge of providing
accommodations for speakers and arranging the
option for guests to book their own stay. Here are
considerations for selecting a hotel partner for
your event:

16
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êê Location: Find a location that is either connected to your event venue or close by for
easy accessibility for speakers and guests.

êê Determine your needs: Based on your

attendee demographic and audience, decide
how many rooms you need to block off.

êê Request discounts: Hotels often provide a

discounted rate for large groups (e.g. conferences, wedding, etc.). They will provide you
with a booking code for your guests to use
while booking their stay at the hotel. That
information should be included in your invitation to attendees or website.

Select transportation: Depending on your
event you may require transportation services for
guests. Here are transportation options you may
want to include:

êê Bus charters: Book a bus for attendees to

catch from location A to location B. This is
a great option for events that require a fair
amount of driving and where there is not a
lot of parking options. Also, if you anticipate
guests to be drinking, look for ways to provide
safe modes of transportation.

êê Standby taxis: Call your local taxi company

to see if you can request a certain number of
taxis to be on standby. Some companies even
offer discounted rates for using their services
exclusively for an event.

êê Taxi chits: A taxi chit is a coupon that you

can request from taxi services as a means of
payment. By providing a chit to event staff,
volunteer and VIP guest, their taxi ride will
be directly billed to your organization once
the chit is filled out by the driver. This is a
convenient way to provide transportation
to your guests. Chits must be used in taxis
from the company that issued them.

STEP 4: RECRUITING AND MANAGING REGISTRANTS
Market your conference/meeting

Choose online registration methods

Market your conference/meeting: Create

Choose online registration methods: Offering

a communications and marketing plan to get
the word out about your event. Depending
on who you want to attend, there are many
promotion avenues:

online registration helps increase numbers, and
helps you stay organized. Some online registration
tools also offer ways to communicate with your
guests leading up to, during and after your event.
Here are a few online registration resources we
recommend using:

êê Website: Create a website for your event

where guests can review the program, find
event details, see accommodation options
and, of course, register.

êê Event ambassadors: If you have guest speak-

êê

ers at your event, use them to your benefit.
Check to see what their following is on their
social media platforms and request your
speakers promote your event. This is a great
way to leverage your speakers and find likeminded individuals who would be interested
in attending.

Blogger outreach: Connect with online bloggers who have a strong following and interest
in your event. This is a creative way to engage
a tailored audience.

êê Community calendars: Consult your local

community newspapers, event blogs and
industry hubs and request to be added onto
their schedule of events.

êê Community radio: Reach out to local com-

êê www.evite.com: Free online registration tool.
If all you require is an invitation to attendees
and tracking RSVPs, evite is a great option.
Less formal than other options.

êê www.eventbrite.com: Free online registration

tool. Easy to use and provides simple services to
track sales and registrants. This is a great tool
if you are on a small budget. Cost: .99 cents
per registrant with a 5.5% fee per transaction.

êê www.cvent.com: Provides you with customizable packages to suit your event needs
within registration, website development
and payments. Cost: $3–$7 per registrant.
Set-up fee is approximately $850.

TIP!
Cheapest isn't always best. You want a tool
that works properly and is convenient for
your attendees.

munity radio stations and request to speak
about your event or post your event on their
online calendar.

êê Community television: Reach out to local

community television stations to promote
your event. Be sure to provide an interesting visual to present on camera (e.g. bring
Ukrainian dancers if you are hosting a
Ukrainian-themed event).
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STEP 5: PLANNING ON-SITE DETAILS
Select floor plans

Create program of events

Create an easy registration process on site

Create on-site signage

Select floor plans: Different types of conferences and meetings can require different floor plan
set-ups. Whatever floor plan you choose should
provide attendees with a good structure and flow.
For example, if guests are listening to a presentation, theatre set-up is ideal. If there is group work
or small discussions involved, choose banquet style.
If you want to facilitate an engaging discussion,
choose a hollow square or round table set-up so
that all guests can see and hear one another.

MORE ONLINE
Conference Room Floor Plans
Event Floor Plans

Create an easy registration process on site:
Envision yourself as an attendee at your event
and walk through all the steps and scenarios.
Anticipating their needs and questions will help
you develop a smooth registration and event
experience. Remember, registration is usually the
first point of contact between your guests and
your event — make a great first impression!

êê

êê
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Staffing your registration table: Have volunteers or staff available to welcome guests.
It is recommended to have 2 volunteers/staff
per 100 guests. Have a volunteer float around
and ask attendees questions in line to make
their registration process go quickly.
Be connected: Wire yourself up for success.
Be sure to run extension cords to power computers at your registration table and check in
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guests online without a hassle. Bring along
a printer in case you require to reprint name
tags or documents.

êê Bring your mobile office: The registration

area is a busy place once the doors open.
Be prepared with items you may require, as
well as items that would be very useful in
an unexpected situation. Your mobile office
should include at the least:

êê pens, permanent markers and highlighters
êê name tags/badges
êê table numbers
êê stapler
êê tape
êê ruler
êê blank paper
êê reserved signs (as needed)
êê multiple copies of the list of registrants in
alphabetical order (first name, last name;
last name, first name)

êê cash box with float

Create program of events: Have a program of
events developed to give to your guests upon registration. This can include:

êê A message from the organization’s CEO
or special VIP to welcoming guests

êê Schedule of events (session times
and locations)

êê List of speakers with their biographies
and credentials

êê Floor plans
êê List of sponsors with associated logos
êê Other information pertaining to your event
(may vary)

MORE ONLINE
Conference Programs Designs & Layouts

Event Signage: Adequate signage at your event
is an important way to keep a proper flow in your
event space. Ensure signs are placed in strategic
and visible points throughout your venue (e.g. near
elevators, top of stairs/escalators, outside hallways,
etc.). Signage should have large, clear text and
include the name of your organization or event.
You could make a sign for virtually any portion of
your event, including registration, parking, seating
chart, washrooms, breakout sessions, emergency
exits, etc.

BANQUET
A banquet is most commonly organized to be a formal dinner to celebrate,
distribute awards and/or raise funds. A banquet can be organized for charity
fundraisers, birthday celebrations, milestone celebrations (work or personal),
annual work events, holidays, a retirement and much more. To make your planning
simpler, here are steps and resources to hosting a memorable banquet.
STEP 1: CRAFT YOUR VISION
Select a date

Select length of your banquet

Choose venue and location

Determine attendee numbers

Select a theme for your banquet

Create banquet program

Select a date: have three potential dates in mind
and compare the availability of your venue and
prices.
Choose venue: depending on your audience type,
select a venue that is easily accessible for public
transportation, parking and accommodations (if
necessary). Have your venue complement your
chosen theme.

êê Event Liability Insurance: Decide whether

insurance is required for your event to cover all
damages or accidents incurred by guests.

Select a theme for your banquet: Themes
are a great way to engage your guests. Design
your marketing materials, invitations and décor to
reflect your theme. The only limit to the number of
themes to choose from is an event planner’s imagination. Here are ideas to get you started:

êê Alice in Wonderland
êê The Great Gatsby (1920’s prohibition era)
êê Masquerade Ball
êê Black Tie
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êê Hollywood
êê New Year’s (Malanka)
êê Midnight in Kyiv

Create banquet program: Draft a preliminary
timetable to help determine the flow of your event.

Select length of your conference: Determine

MORE ONLINE

how long your banquet will last. This will affect and
depend on your programming schedule.

Banquet Program Sample

Determine attendee number: Your venue and
its size, along with your budget, will dictate how
many attendees you can host. Draft a basic list of
who you plan to invite and how many you anticipate
will confirm.

Should include: Cover page, banquet
menu, program (schedule), event committee, sponsors and vendor thank yous.

STEP 2: CREATE A BUDGET
Estimate a budget

Estimate a budget: Be sure to refer to
Section 3: Budget of this document. This part of
planning is crucial to help set event benchmarks
moving forward.

Determine revenue sources: Start with areas
where you hope to make money to cover the costs
of your event or to make additional funds.

êê Ticket prices: determine how much your
event will cost per attendees

êê Member rate: sell discounted tickets to

members vs. non-members of an organization as an incentive for members to attend
and an incentive for non-members to join
your organization.
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Determine revenue sources

êê Early bird rate: sell tickets with a discounted

rate for those who purchase them before a
specific date, encouraging early registration.

êê Sponsorship package: approach companies

or individuals who would have an interest
in sponsoring your event so they may have
visibility to your audience. Packages could be
tiered (e.g. bronze, silver, gold, platinum) or for
a component (e.g. reception, entertainment,
food, speaker).
MORE ONLINE
SpinWeb: Creative Sponsorship Packages

STEP 3: SELECT VENUE AND SERVICES
Select a venue

Select hotel partner

Select catering partner

Select transportation

Select a venue: the venue you select will affect
your catering and audiovisual requirements as
many venues come with in-house services. Choose
a venue that makes sense for your event and
audience type:

êê Date availability: Ensure your venue is available on your required dates.

êê Theme: Do you have a theme for your event?
Does the venue suit this theme?

êê Accessibility: Confirm the venue is easy to
get to (e.g. close to the highway, airport or
public transit). Ensure there is wheelchair
accessibility.

êê Parking: Determine the availability of ade-

quate parking. Does it cost money for guests?
Is there a bus station nearby?

êê Wireless internet: No longer a “nice to have,”

it’s a must. Negotiate or confirm access to the
internet for your guests. Determine the costs
and the specific access code for your event.

êê Catering: Do you need to hire a caterer
êê

or do you need/want to use the venue’s
in-house caterers?

Audiovisual: Do you require microphones,
projectors, televisions, stage, etc.? Does the
venue provide this service?

êê Floor space: Is the space big enough to meet
your needs? What space does your event
require (e.g. dancefloor, buffet, silent auction
tables, etc.)?

êê Janitorial Services: Will you need to hire

your own cleaning service or is it provided by
the venue?

êê Security Services: Determine whether you will
need to hire your own security service or if it is
offered at your selected venue.

êê Schedule a site visit: Coordinate a time to
visit the venue in person to ensure it is the
right fit for your event.

êê Reviews and references: Review what the

venue has done for other guests and similar
events. Consult reviews and references.

êê Get a contract: Always confirm your venue

and its services in writing to prevent any additional costs or missing services.

êê Cancellation policy: Unexpected circum-

stances do arise. Confirm with your venue
what the cancellation policy is, as well as any
penalties that may arise from a date change
or event cancellation.

Select catering partner: Depending on the
venue, the space may offer catering options. You
may have a choice to bring in outside food, or you
may be restricted to the in-house option. Here are
considerations for selecting catering:

êê Select your needs and requirements:

Decide what food you want to serve. Work
closely with your caterer to find the best price
and service.

êê Flexibility: Ideally, you want a caterer that

can tailor to your attendees’ needs. (e.g.
gluten-free, vegetarian, Kosher or Halal, etc.)
Some caterers will even work with you to create a specific menu to suit your theme, such
as Ukrainian cuisine.
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êê Gratuity: Find out whether gratuity (tips) are
included in your catering price so you are not
surprised with a food bill PLUS an additional
15–20% gratuity fee. Request information on
how many catering staff will be working at
your event.

êê Explore options: When selecting your final

menu, request three different options so that
you may compare prices to find catering that
suits you and your event budget.

êê Reviews and references: Consult the internet
or previous customers. Request references.

êê Get a contract: Always confirm your catering
services in writing to prevent being charged
for additional costs or missing services. The
contract should include the services they are
providing you such as: set-up, linens, menu
selections, number of guests being served,
beverage selections, staff (bar and serving),
and all additional details specific to your
event.

êê Cancellation policy: Unexpected circum-

stances do arise. Confirm with your caterer
what the cancellation policy is, as well as any
penalties that may arise from a date change
or event cancellation.

Select hotel partner: When hosting a banquet,
you may need to provide accommodations for
speakers or special guests, and you may need to
offer guests the option to book their own stay. Here
are considerations for selecting a hotel partner for
your event:

êê Location: Find a location that is either connected to your event venue or close by for
easy accessibility for speakers and guests.
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êê Determine your needs: Based on your

attendee demographic and audience decide
how many rooms you need to block off.

êê Request discounts: Hotels often provide a

discounted rate for large groups (e.g. conferences, wedding, etc.). They will provide you
with a booking code for your guests to use
while booking their stay at the hotel. That
information should be included in your invitation to attendees or website.

Select transportation: Depending on your event
you may require transportation services for guests.
Here are transportation options you may want to
include at your event:

êê Bus charters: Book a bus for attendees to

catch from location A to location B. This is
a great option for events that require a fair
amount of driving and where there is not a
lot of parking options. Also, if you anticipate
guests to be drinking, look for ways to provide
safe modes of transportation.

êê Standby taxis: Call your local taxi company

to see if you can request a certain number of
taxis to be on standby. Some companies even
offer discounted rates for using their services
exclusively for an event.

êê Taxi chits: A taxi chit is a coupon that you

can request from taxi services as a means of
payment. By providing a chit to event staff,
volunteer and VIP guest, their taxi ride will
be directly billed to your organization once
the chit is filled out by the driver. This is a
convenient way to provide transportation
to your guests. Chits must be used in taxis
from the company that issued them.

STEP 4: BRING YOUR THEME TO LIFE
Drinks and refreshments

Dress code

Decide on your catering options

Master of ceremonies

Choose your guest list

Table plans

Entertainment

Decorations

Drinks and refreshments: Many guests enjoy a
drink to start off their evening. Consider having a
“signature drink” to match your theme. Determine
what type of bar service you will be providing:

êê Partial cash bar: Event organizers provide

a limited number of free drink tickets per
guest. Once their tickets are used, guests are
required to pay for any additional drinks.

êê Cash bar: Guests are expected to pay for

êê Buffet service: Guests are offered a hot

and/or cold buffet in the banquet hall. This
options gives guests to option to select their
preferred food.

êê Family-style: Food is served on a large platter
in the middle of guests’ tables. They share the
plates with one another. Not ideal for guests
who are not familiar with each other. Often
seen at cultural events (e.g. Greek).

their own drinks and alcohol.

êê Host bar (a.k.a. open bar): Event covers the

cost of bar services and drinks for guests. The
host can pay by hour, by the bottle, by drink
or per person.

Decide on your catering options: There are
unique ways in which you can carry your theme
through the food you provide at your banquet.
Here are some neat ideas around presentation and
services:

êê Butlered hors d’oeuvres: Food is presented on
trays and provided to guests by servers. This
usually occurs during a cocktail hour.

êê Action/culinary stations: Offer your guests

culinary stations where they can taste a variety of options prepared at different tables.
Each station can have its own theme or even
a chef preparing the food in the moment.

êê Plated service: Most commonly used in a

banquet setting where guests are seated and
served by catering staff.

MORE ONLINE
Choose the Best Service Style for
Your Next Event

Master of ceremonies (MC): Find a person or
two who will lead your event celebrations, who
has an interest in your event, speaks eloquently, is
charming, is bilingual (if necessary) and follows your
event programming. A member of the event team
is responsible for writing the MC’s script. The role of
the MC will be to:

êê Welcome guests
êê Alert guests to move to tables
êê Introduce entertainment and speakers

throughout the evening, keeping proper flow

êê Mention and thank sponsors
êê Be the event guide for guests
êê Closing words and thank guests
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Entertainment: Give your guests an enjoyable
and memorable experience with entertainment.
You can have entertainment perform pre-dinner,
during dinner and/or after dinner. Depending on
your budget, you may choose to have an assorted
range of talent to elevate your theme and heighten
the guest experience:

êê Music: DJ, band or instrumental group that
can play music genres suited to your theme
and guests.

êê Keynote speaker: If your banquet is related to
particular topic, have a keynote speaker present during dinner or between courses when
you have the attention of all your guests.
Fundraisers often have speeches, presentation or videos of people affected by the cause.

êê Comedian or dancers: Unique entertainment
that will bring your theme to life.

Work with your master of ceremonies to ensure a
good flow between all event elements from the
cocktail hour to performances to speeches.

Dress code: Ensure guests are aware of
your banquet’s dress code to avoid people the
embarrassment of coming unaware, overdressed
or underdressed. Be clear in your communication whether you have a theme and what the
expectations are.

Decorations: How does your venue space fit
with your theme and what additional touches are
needed? Does your budget allow for the hiring of

24
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a décor company and rentals, or will you have to
create do-it-yourself decorations?

êê Banquet hall: Some spaces are tastefully

decorated already and require little to no
additional decorating. If necessary, you can
always add more atmosphere through the use
of:

êê Lights and “uplighting”
êê Balloons
êê Draping and carpeting

êê Tables and chairs: During a banquet, guests

spend a large portion of their evening at their
tables. By decorating your table, you can
provide easy conversation starters for guests.
Items to consider when decorating your table
can include:

êê Linens
êê Centerpieces (e.g. flowers, candles)
êê Charger plates
êê Place cards
êê Chair covers
êê Cards or small pamphlets about
the organization or cause

IDEA RESOURCE
Visit Pinterest (www.pinterest.com)
for unique ideas for all your events.

STEP 5: RECRUITING AND MANAGING REGISTRANTS
Market your banquet

Choose online registration methods

Market your conference/meeting: Create a

Choose online registration methods: Offering

communications and marketing plan to get the
word out about your event. Depending on who
you want to attend, there are many promotion
avenues:

online registration helps increase numbers, and
helps you stay organized. Some online registration
tools also offer ways to communicate with your
guests leading up to, during and after your event.
Here are a few online registration resources we
recommend using:

êê Website: Create a website for your event

where guests can review the program, find
event details, see accommodation options
and, of course, register.

êê Event ambassadors: If you have guest

speakers at your event, use them to your
benefit. If your speakers are on social media,
ask them to include posts about your event.
This is a great way to leverage your speakers’
audience and find like-minded individuals
who would be interested in attending.

êê Blogger outreach: Connect with online blog-

gers who have a strong following and interest
in your event. This is a creative way to engage
a well-defined audience.

êê Community calendars: Consult your local
êê

community newspapers, event blogs and
industry hubs and request to be added onto
their schedule of events.

Community radio: Reach out to local community radio stations and request to speak
about your event or post it on their online
events calendar.

êê www.evite.com: Free online registration tool.
If all you require is an invitation to attendees
and tracking RSVPs, evite is a great option.
Less formal than other options.

êê www.eventbrite.com: Free online registra-

tion tool. Easy to use and provides simple
services to track sales and registrants. This
is a great tool if you are on a small budget.
Cost: .99 cents per registrant with a 5.5% fee
per transaction.

êê www.cvent.com: Provides you with custom-

izable packages to suit your event needs
within registration, website development and
payments. Cost: $3–$7 per registrant. Set-up
fee is approximately $850.

TIP!
Cheapest isn't always best. You want a tool
that works properly and is convenient for
your attendees.

êê Community television: Reach out to local

community television stations to promote
your event. Be sure to provide an interesting visual to present on camera (e.g. bring
Ukrainian dancers if you are hosting a
Ukrainian-themed event).
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STEP 6: PLANNING ON-SITE DETAILS
Select floor plans

Create program of events

Create an easy registration process

Create on-site signage

Select floor plans: Banquets can be set up in a
variety of ways. Find the right space for your banquet size and play around with a variety of options.
The right floor plan should provide attendees with
a good structure and flow.

MORE ONLINE
Banquet Room Floor Plans

Create an easy registration process on site:
Envision yourself as an attendee at your event
and walk through all the steps and scenarios.
Anticipating their needs and questions will help you
develop a smooth registration and event experience. Remember, registration is usually the first
point of contact between your guests and your
event — make a great first impression!

êê

êê

Staffing your registration table: Have volunteers or staff available to welcome guests.
It is recommended to have 2 volunteers/staff
per 100 guests. Have a volunteer float around
and ask attendees questions in line to make
their registration process go quickly.
Be connected: Wire yourself up for success.
Be sure to run extension cords to power computers at your registration table and check in
guests online without a hassle. Bring along
a printer in case you require to reprint name
tags or documents.

êê Bring your mobile office: The registration

area is a busy place once the doors open. Be
prepared with items you may require,
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as well as items that would be very useful in
an unexpected situation. Your mobile office
should include at the least:

êê pens, permanent markers and highlighters
êê name tags/badges
êê table numbers
êê stapler
êê tape
êê ruler
êê blank paper
êê reserved signs (as needed)
êê multiple copies of the list of registrants in
alphabetical order (first name, last name;
last name, first name)

êê cash box with float

Create program of events: Have a program
of events developed to give to your guests upon
registration. This can include:

êê A message from the organization’s CEO or
special VIP to welcoming guests

êê Program highlights
êê List of speakers with their biographies
êê Floor plans
êê Menu
êê List of sponsors with associated logos
êê Other information pertaining to your event
(may vary)

MORE ONLINE
Banquet Program Sample
Should include: Cover page, banquet
menu, program (schedule), event committee, sponsors and vendor thank yous.

Event Signage: Adequate signage at your event is
an important way to keep a proper flow in your event
space. Ensure signs are placed in strategic and visible
points throughout your venue (e.g. near elevators, top
of stairs/escalators, outside hallways, etc.). Signage
should have large, clear text and include the name
of your organization or event. You could make a sign
for virtually any portion of your event, including
registration, parking, seating chart, washrooms,
emergency exits, etc.

NETWORKING EVENT
A networking event is a great way to engage and connect like-minded individuals in
an informal or formal setting. Here are steps to hosting a successful networking event:
STEP 1: CRAFT YOUR VISION
Select a date

Select length of your networking event

Choose venue and location

Determine attendee numbers

Choose a networking format

Create an event program

Select a date: There is no such thing as the
perfect date or time. You will always have individuals who are unable to attend. Be sure to choose a
time that can easily fit within the daily schedules of
your prospective attendees. Keep in mind different
audiences prefer different times – be conscientious
of your target audience.
Choose venue: Depending on your audience type,
select a venue that is accessible for public transportation, parking and accommodations (if necessary).
Choose a networking format: Choose a format
that will work best for your audience, such as:

êê Breakfast networking: Guests gather

together over breakfast. This is a favourite
for business professionals who can easily fit
breakfast into their busy schedules.

êê After work or “cinq à sept”: Guests gather

for cocktails and appetizer-type food. Does
not eat into a workday or take up an entire
evening. Guests are not rushed to get to
the office.

êê Meet-ups: A more casual form of gathering

groups of people together. Usually hosted
at a local restaurant or pub. This type of
setting allows for a relaxed atmosphere and
interactions.

Select length of your networking event:
Determine how many hours your networking
event will be. The average lengths are between
1–4 hours.
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Determine attendee number: Your venue and
its size, along with your budget, will dictate how
many attendees you can host. Draft a basic list of
who you plan to invite and how many you anticipate will confirm.

Create an event program: Draft a preliminary
timetable to help determine the flow of your event.

MORE ONLINE
Sample Networking Agenda

STEP 2: CREATE A BUDGET
Estimate a budget

Estimate a budget: Be sure to refer to
Section 3: Budget of this document. This part of
planning is crucial to help set event benchmarks
moving forward.

Determine revenue sources: Start with areas
where you hope to make money to cover the costs
of your event or to make additional funds.

êê Ticket prices: determine how much your net-

Determine revenue sources

êê Member rate: sell discounted tickets to

members vs. non-members of an organization as an incentive for members to attend
and an incentive for non-members to join
your organization.

êê Early bird rate: sell tickets with a discounted
rate for those who purchase them before a
specific date.

working event will cost attendees (per person).

êê Free: attendees are only required to register
and attend.

STEP 3: SELECT VENUE AND SERVICES
Select a venue

Select hotel partner

Select catering partner

Select transportation

Select a venue: The venue you select will affect
your catering and audiovisual requirements as many
venues come with in-house services. Choose a venue
that makes sense for your event and audience type:

êê Date availability: Ensure your venue is
available on your required dates.

êê Theme: Do you have a theme for your event?
Does the venue suit this theme?
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êê Accessibility: Confirm the venue is

easy to get to (e.g. close to the highway,
airport or public transit). Ensure there is
wheelchair accessibility.

êê Parking: Determine the availability of

adequate parking. Does it cost money for
guests? Is there a bus station nearby?

êê Wireless internet: No longer a “nice to have,”

it’s a must. Negotiate or confirm access to the
internet for your guests. Determine the costs
and the specific access code for your event.

êê Catering: Do you need to hire a caterer
or do you need/want to use the venue’s
in-house caterers?

êê Audiovisual: Do you require microphones,

projectors, televisions, stage, etc.? Does the
venue provide this service?

êê Floor space: Is the space big enough to meet
your needs?

êê Janitorial Services: Will you need to hire your
own cleaning service or is it provided by the
venue?

êê Select your needs and requirements: Decide
what food you need. Work closely with your
caterer to find the best price and service.

êê Flexibility: Ideally, you want a caterer that

can tailor to your attendees’ needs. (e.g.
gluten-free, vegetarian, Kosher or Halal, etc.)
Some caterers will even work with you to create a specific menu to suit your theme, such
as Ukrainian cuisine.

êê Gratuity: Find out whether gratuity (tips) are
included in your catering price so you are not
surprised with a food bill PLUS an additional
15–20% gratuity fee. Request information on
how many catering staff will be working at
your event.

êê Security Services: Determine whether you will

êê Explore options: When selecting your final

êê Schedule a site visit: Coordinate a time to

êê Reviews and references: Consult the internet

êê Reviews and references: Review what the

êê Get a contract: Always confirm your catering

need to hire your own security service or if it is
offered at your selected venue.
visit the venue in person to ensure it is the
right fit for your event.

venue has done for other guests and similar
events. Consult reviews and references.

êê Get a contract: Always confirm your venue

and its services in writing to prevent any additional costs or missing services.

êê Cancellation policy: Unexpected circum-

stances do arise. Confirm with your venue
what the cancellation policy is, as well as any
penalties that may arise from a date change
or event cancellation.

Select catering partner: Depending on the
venue, the space may offer catering options. You
may have a choice to bring in outside food, or you
may be restricted to the in-house option. Here are
considerations for selecting catering:

menu request three different options so that
you may compare prices to find catering that
suits you and your event budget.
or previous customers. Request references.

services in writing to prevent being charged
for additional costs or missing services. The
contract should include the services they are
providing you such as: set-up, linens, menu
selections, number of guests being served,
beverage selections, staff (bar and serving),
and all additional details specific to your
event. Confirm when you must provide final
attendance numbers.

êê Cancellation policy: Unexpected circum-

stances do arise. Confirm with your caterer
what the cancellation policy is, as well as any
penalties that may arise from a date change
or event cancellation.
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Select transportation: Depending on your event
you may require to set up transportation services
for guests. Here are transportation options you
may want to include at your event:

êê Bus charters: Book a bus for attendees to

catch from location A to location B. This is
a great option for events that require a fair
amount of driving and where there is not a
lot of parking options. Also, if you anticipate
guests to be drinking, look for ways to provide
safe modes of transportation.

êê Standby taxis: Call your local taxi company

to see if you can request a certain number of
taxis to be on standby. Some companies even
offer discounted rates for using their services
exclusively for an event.

êê Taxi chits: A taxi chit is a coupon that you

can request from taxi services as a means of
payment. By providing a chit to event staff,
volunteer and VIP guest, their taxi ride will
be directly billed to your organization once
the chit is filled out by the driver. This is a
convenient way to provide transportation
to your guests. Chits must be used in taxis
from the company that issued the chits.

STEP 4: SERVICING YOUR GUESTS
Drinks and refreshments

Dress code

Decide on your catering options

Master of ceremonies

Choose your guest list

Table plans

Entertainment

Decorations

Drinks and refreshments: Many guests enjoy a
drink to start off their evening. Consider having a
“signature drink” to match your theme. Determine
what type of bar service you will be providing:

êê

Partial cash bar: Event organizers provide
a limited number of free drink tickets per
guest. Once their tickets are used, guests are
required to pay for any additional drinks.

êê Cash bar: Guests are expected to pay for
their own drinks and alcohol.

êê Host bar (a.k.a. open bar): Event covers the

cost of bar services and drinks for guests. The
host can pay by hour, by the bottle, by drink
or per person.

Decide on your catering options: There are
unique ways in which you can carry your theme
through the food you provide at your event.
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Here are some neat ideas around presentation
and services:

êê Butlered hors d’oeuvres: Food is presented on
trays and provided to guests by servers. This
usually occurs during a cocktail hour.

êê Action/culinary stations: Offer your guests

culinary stations where they can taste a variety of options prepared at different tables.
Each station can have its own theme or even
a chef preparing the food in the moment.

êê Plated service: Most commonly used in a

banquet setting where guests are seated
and served by catering staff.

êê Buffet service: Guests are offered a hot

and/or cold buffet in the banquet hall. This
options gives guests to option to select their
preferred food.

êê Family-style: Food is served on large platter

in the middle of guests’ table. They share the
plates with one another. Not ideal for guests
who are not familiar with each other. Often
seen at cultural events (e.g. Greek).
MORE ONLINE
Other Catering Styles

Master of ceremonies (MC): Find a person or
two who will lead your event celebrations, who
has an interest in your event, speaks eloquently, is
charming, is bilingual (if necessary) and follows your
event programming. A member of the event team
is responsible for writing the MC’s script. The role of
the MC will be to:

êê Welcome guests
êê Alert guests to move to tables
êê Introduce entertainment and speakers

throughout the evening, keeping proper flow

êê Mention and thank sponsors
êê Be the event guide for guests
êê Closing words and thank guests

Entertainment: Entertainment is less important
at networking events because the focus is on meeting people. Depending on your budget, you may
consider having background music or a keynote
speaker:

êê Music: DJ, band or instrumental group that
can play music genres suited to your theme
and guests.

êê Keynote speaker: If your event is related

to particular topic, have a keynote speaker
present, which also give attendees something
interesting to discuss as they meet new people and make connections.

êê iPod: If you do not have the budget, simply play
a good music mix through the venue’s speaker
system to add background noise into the room.

Work with your master of ceremonies to ensure a
good flow between all event elements from the
cocktail hour to performances to speeches.

Dress code: Because networking events are
most often immediately before or after work,
business casual is expected.

Decorations: How does your venue space fit
with your theme and what additional touches are
needed? Does your budget allow for the hiring of
a décor company and rentals, or will you have to
create do-it-yourself decorations?

êê Venue: Some spaces are tastefully decorated
from the beginning and require little to no
additional decorating. If necessary, you can
always add more atmosphere through the
use of:

êê Lights and “uplighting”
êê Balloons
êê Draping and carpeting

êê Tables and chairs: During networking events,
guests like to move around and mingle freely.
As such, large tables and chairs are not
needed. Instead, consider a mix of empty
space, high-top tables with no chairs, and
other seating. Depending on budget, you
may still consider adding the following:

êê Linens
êê Centerpieces (e.g. flowers, candles)
êê Chair covers

IDEA RESOURCE
Visit Pinterest (www.pinterest.com)
for unique ideas for all your events.
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STEP 5: RECRUITING AND MANAGING REGISTRANTS
Spread the word

Spread the word: Create a communications and

Choose online ticketing methods: Offering

marketing plan to get the word out about your
event. Depending on who you want to attend,
there are many promotion avenues:

online registration helps increase numbers, and
helps you stay organized. Some online registration
tools also offer ways to communicate with your
guests leading up to, during and after your event.
Here are a few online registration resources we
recommend using:

êê Website: Create a website for your event

where guests can review the program, find
event details, and, of course, register.

êê Event ambassadors: If you have guest speakers at your event, use them to your benefit. If
your speakers are on social media, ask them
include posts about your event. This is a great
way to leverage your speakers’ audience and
find like-minded individuals who would be
interested in attending.

êê Blogger outreach: Connect with online blog-

gers who have a strong following and interest
in your event. This is a creative way to engage
a well-defined audience.

êê Community calendars: Consult your local

community newspapers, event blogs and
industry hubs and request to be added onto
their schedule of events.

êê Community radio: Reach out to local com-

munity radio stations and request to speak
about your event.

êê Community television: Reach out to local

community television stations to promote
your event. Be sure to provide an interesting visual to present on camera (e.g. bring
Ukrainian dancers if you are hosting a
Ukrainian-themed event) or post it on their
online events calendar.
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êê www.evite.com: Free online registration tool.
If all you require is an invitation to attendees
and tracking RSVPs, evite is a great option.
Less formal than other options.

êê www.eventbrite.com: Free online registra-

tion tool. Easy to use and provides simple
services to track sales and registrants. This
is a great tool if you are on a small budget.
Cost: .99 cents per registrant with a 5.5% fee
per transaction.

TIP!
Cheapest isn't always best. You want a tool
that works properly and is convenient for
your attendees.

Have your guest’s check-in and register when they
arrive even if your event is free so that you can:

 Keep track of attendance
 Give all guests a name badge
 Follow-up post event
 Host a draw for prizes

STEP 6: PLANNING ON-SITE DETAILS
Select floor plans

Create event agenda

Create an easy registration process

Event signage

Select floor plans: Depending on the type of
networking event you are hosting and the activities
you are planning, different floor plan options will
suit you best. Networking events typically require
open spaces where guests can move around and
mingle. The goal of your event is to allow individuals
to meet and have access to one another.

MORE ONLINE
Provide the Perfect Layout to Get
Guests Networking

Create an easy registration process on site:
Envision yourself as an attendee at your event
and walk through all the steps and scenarios.
Anticipating their needs and questions will help
you develop a smooth registration and event experience. Remember, registration is usually the first
point of contact between your guests and your
event — make a great first impression!

êê

Staffing your registration table: Have volunteers or staff available to welcome guests.
It is recommended to have 2 volunteers/staff
per 100 guests. Have a volunteer float around
and ask attendees questions in line to make
their registration process go quickly.

êê Be connected: Wire yourself up for success.

Be sure to run extension cords to power computers at your registration table and check in
guests online without a hassle. Bring along

a printer in case you require to reprint name
tags or documents.

êê Bring your mobile office: The registration

area is a busy place once the doors open. Be
prepared with items you may require, as well
as items that would be very useful in unexpected situation. Your mobile office should
include at the least:

êê pens, permanent markers and highlighters
êê name tags/badges
êê table numbers
êê stapler
êê tape
êê ruler
êê blank paper
êê reserved signs (as needed)
êê multiple copies of the list of registrants in
alphabetical order (first name, last name;
last name, first name)

êê cash box with float

Create nametags: Upon registration, provide
each guest with a nametag that clearly identifies
them and other additional information that could
help start conversations, such as organization and
job title. You may wish to have guests write a fun
fact about themselves (e.g. favourite movie or
dessert, last vacation, etc.) to spur on interaction.
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Create an event agenda: Networking can be a
stressful experience and often pull many people out
of their element. Help your guests by letting them
know what they can expect at your networking event,
how much time they have to eat before the first session begins or if a speaker will be leading a discussion.
MORE ONLINE
Referral and Networking Meeting Agenda

Event signage: Adequate signage at your event
is an important way to keep a proper flow in your
event space. Ensure signs are placed in strategic
and visible points throughout your venue (e.g. near
elevators, top of stairs/escalators, outside hallways,
etc.). Signage should have large, clear text and
include the name of your organization or event.
You could make a sign for virtually any portion of
your event, including registration, parking, food
stations, washrooms, emergency exits, etc.

Common Event Schedule Templates

FUNDRAISING
Fundraising can be the primary focus of an event, or it can be an added component.
The key to fundraising is to make it easy to donate right at the event and incorporate
impactful stories. Here are suggestions for including fundraising in your event:
Choose your charity: Select a charity you
are interested in supporting and reach out to
them directly. Most charities have very valuable
resources, contacts, speakers and materials you
can use.
Determine your method of fundraising: There
are hundreds of ways in which you can raise money
for a charity during your event. Here are some
great suggestions to get you started:

êê Silent auction: Reach out to local companies,
businesses and services to formally request
donations to sell at your silent auction with
funds directly benefiting your charity of
choice. Guests bid on each item until the bidding tables close.
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MORE ONLINE
Silent Auctions
Live Auction

êê Live auction: During a live auction, a hired

professional auctioneer runs the bidding
process and interacts with your audience. This
is a great element to add to any event and is
highly entertaining. Live auctions are mostly
successful when the auction items are of high
interest, rare or high quality. You also want
to ensure you have the proper audience with
money to spend in the room.

êê Ticket sales: Raise funds by adding a small
amount to your ticket price. Inform ticket
buyers that a portion of their ticket will be
directed to the charity.

êê Raffles: Before you host a raffle (e.g. 50/50

draw), verify rules and regulations with your
local city hall. Often you will require a special
lottery license prior to selling tickets. Raffles
are great ways to fundraise for your charity
and depending on your prizing, can generate
a lot of interest in your event.
MORE ONLINE
Seven Steps to Organizing a Raffle

êê

Donation boxes: Having donation boxes
throughout your event space with your charity’s logo can prompt guests to donate. Ask
your charity whether they have any collateral
materials that they can support you with.

Have a charity presence: Build a connection to
the charity throughout the event so guests understand the importance of the work and the impact
of their donation.

êê Guest speaker: Invite someone from the

charity or someone who has benefitted
from the charity to share their story with
your guests.

êê Showcase a video: Videos can be a powerful

way to connect an audience to the cause and
meaningfully demonstrate impact for the
people involved.

êê Collateral materials: Often charities can

outfit third-party events that fundraise for
them with banners, posters and other materials to help inform donors of the impact they
can make. This is a great way to market your
event’s connection to the cause and demonstrate legitimacy.

Tax Receipting: A benefit of fundraising and
donating money is eligibility for tax receipts, if
the recipient is a registered charity. The receipt
can only be issued by the charity itself. Make sure
before you start collecting donations that your
charity is registered with the Canadian Revenue
Agency by searching their name here: http://www.
cra-arc.gc.ca/chrts-gvng/lstngs/menu-eng.html.
Here is additional important information about
tax receipting:

êê Eligibility: Donors are often required to make

a minimum donation of $20 to be eligible for
an issued tax receipt. Check with your charity.

êê Collect donor information: If you have any

guests who donate and request a tax receipt,
be sure to have your charity provide you with
proper pledge forms to accept their donation.
The following information is required to issue
a tax receipt:

êê Full name, home address, phone number,

method of payment (cash, credit card) and
donation amount ($).

êê With credit cards, include the credit card

number on the pledge form, but keep it
secure! You are dealing with very personal
information.

Post event thank you: Once you wrap up your
event and finalize your revenues and expenses,
announce via your website, email list and/or social
media how much money was raised and thank
donors for their generosity. This is a great way to
hold accountability and transparency with your
guests. They will be thankful for the update.
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TRIVIA NIGHT
A trivia night is an interactive and team building event where your guests register
as teams and answer quiz questions to win prizes. Here is a great resource on
organizing your own trivia night: Soapboxie – Organizing a Trivia Fundraiser.

SPORTS EVENT OR TOURNAMENT
A fun way to interact with various age groups, cultures and organizations is to host
a sports event or tournament. Sports help facilitate comradery, team work and
keeps everyone active. Here are some great resources on how to organize your own
sports event or tournament:

êê Run Leagues – How to Manage a Sports League or Tournament
êê eHow – How to Organize a Sports Tournament
êê ACPE Blog – 7 Steps to Managing a Sports Event

“A FUN WAY TO INTERACT

WITH VARIOUS AGE
GROUPS, CULTURES AND
ORGANIZATIONS IS TO
HOST A SPORTS EVENT
OR TOURNAMENT.”
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9.
EVALUATION
Set a meeting within the first two weeks after your
event where you and your event committee can discuss successes and areas for improvement. Examine
all facets of the event — promotion, venue, registration, food, speakers and more — and discuss how
well they were executed, what the guests thought
and what, if anything, could be improved upon.
To effectively evaluate your event, review the goals
and objectives you created at the outset. Consider

having feedback forms at the event or emailed
afterwards to collect guests’ thoughts on how they
enjoyed the event. Free survey resources, such as
Survey Monkey, make it easy to create, distribute
and analyze evaluations.

EXTRA RESOURCES
Questionnaire Sample

10.
CONSIDERATIONS
The following section will provide you with some insight to items that are
often missed.

A. PHOTOGRAPHY
AND VIDEOGRAPHY
A wonderful way to capture your event is through
photography and videography. More often than
not, event organizers forget to work closely with
their photographers and videographers to ensure
expectations are met on both ends. Here are things
to consider:

êê Photo/video requirements: Provide your

photographer and videographer with a
detailed list of what you would like captured.
List the specific guests or moments you
want filmed. Be clear on what format you
will be needing the files in (e.g. JPEG photos,
mp4 videos).

êê Set deadlines: Confirm by contract or in

writing when you require the final edited
photos, files and videos so that your deadlines can be met. This will not only set your
expectations, but give your photographer
and videographer time to prepare their
schedule for edits and corrections.

êê Copyright: Who owns the images and video?
Include this as a part of your discussion and
be clear on who owns what to avoid confusion when re-using the files. Most often
photographers and videographers retain
the ownership of their materials, but clients
often need full sharing licence. It is best to
have an open dialogue to ensure all needs
are met and understood before the contract
is signed.
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êê Unexpected costs: Be clear in your initial

consultations on what is included in the fee
of hiring a photographer or videographer. Do
they charge more for editing? Transferring
files? Putting fileson a USB? Will you get all
the photos or only some? Discuss these items
and get the final decision in writing or in a
contract form.

B. EVENT FORMS
Safety waivers are often used for events that deal
with sports and/or activities that may cause injury.
Safety waivers help prevent individuals from suing
you for personal injuries incurred at your event.
These documents support you legally by having
the consent of each participant prior to their taking
part in your event.
MORE ONLINE
Sample Safety Waiver
Sports Safety Waivers and Documents
Consent forms are used when working with an
audience that requires adult permissions such as
youth under the age of 16. These types of documents give you permission from parents and
guardians for their children to participate in your
organized activities. Similar to the safety waiver,
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this will protect you from most lawsuits and is an
opportunity to clearly outline all activities and
potential harm.
MORE ONLINE
Sample Consent Form

C. LIABILITY INSURANCE
Before you host an event, verify if your event
needs any type of liability insurance. This type of
insurance will protect all businesses and parties
involved in your event, including the venue, caterer,
planners and others, in any incidence of damage
or injury. Most event venues request a liability of
minimum $1,000,000. To read more of different
types of coverage your event may require visit:
http://www.nasep.org/insurance-apply-now.jsp

D. LIQUOR LICENSING
FOR EVENTS
If you are anticipating selling or providing liquor
at your event, inquire with your local liquor board
about purchasing a liquor license. Every province
has its own rules and regulations around the consumption and sale of alcohol during private and
public events. Do your research!

Be Inspired!
We hope this document has provided you with some insight, ideas and
techniques to successfully execute an event in your community. Events
can be a lot of work, but it is truly rewarding to watch them unfold.

EXTRA RESOURCES

MORE ONLINE

The Ultimate Event Checklist

Outdoor Youth Engagement
(Ukrainian and English)
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SOCIAL
MEDIA
While expansive and always evolving, social media essentially
refers to online spaces for the sharing of user-created content.
Users can range from individuals and traditional media outlets,
to Fortune 500 companies and national governments, plus
everything in between. Content can mean promotions, information,
opinions, research, images, videos, arguments, conversations and
much more. The development of new spaces, whether they are
online platforms or downloaded applications, has the capacity to
significantly alter the way people engage with one another.
You would be hard-pressed to count the
number of different ways people define
social media, which is part of social
media’s power — user definition. Take
the hashtag, for example. More about
the technical aspects of hashtags will
be explored later in this chapter, but it
is worthwhile to note that the idea for
hashtags was initiated by Twitter users
as a way of digitally tagging tweets to
keep track of and categorize conversations. Hashtags are now used across
multiple social media platforms and they
have become a cultural phenomenon
onto themselves.
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This chapter will focus specifically on
Twitter, Facebook and Instagram,
all of which are accessible and effective additions to any communications
and marketing efforts. In addition to
exploring each medium in depth, the
chapter will offer high-level strategies
and best practices.

“IN 2017, TWITTER REPORTS

HAVING 319 MILLION
MONTHLY ACTIVE USERS.”

TWITTER
What is Twitter?

How does it work?

Twitter is an online social networking service that
was established in 2006. The creators behind
Twitter aim to “give everyone the power to create
and share ideas and information instantly, without
barriers.” In 2017, Twitter reports having 319 million
monthly active users, people who log on at least
once a month. Its most well-known feature is
undoubtedly the 140-character limit for messages.

1. A user creates an account at www.twitter.com

Who uses Twitter?
According to the Pew Research Center, nearly
one-quarter of online adults use Twitter. Adults
18–29 represent the largest demographic at 36 per
cent, followed by 30–49 at 23 per cent and 50-64
at 21 per cent. In 2016, the United States had the
highest number of monthly active users with 67.54
million. Canada has more than 7.5 million. Although
those numbers are vastly different, both represent
nearly 21 per cent of the total population. Twitter
demographics are nearly evenly split between
males and females.

and picks a handle. The Ukrainian Canadian
Congress is @ukrcancongress. Handles are
marked by the use of the @ symbol. Users are
prompted to add a profile picture and short bio.

2. Users find other accounts to follow. By following
someone, the content they post will populate
your news feed. If someone follows you, your
tweets will appear in their news feed. Twitter will
help you build a list of users to follow based on
your contacts and suggesting popular accounts.
As you build your list, Twitter will continually
suggest like-minded accounts that you may be
interested in.

3. Tweet! Keep the following in mind:

êê Tweets must be 140 characters or less.
êê If you are sharing a web link, that will take up

23 characters. A specific part of text cannot be
hyperlinked like you would in a Word document
or on a web page. Video and images can be
added to tweets without taking up characters.
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êê Including a user’s handle in your tweet will

link to that person’s profile and is known as
a “mention.”

êê Other users can reply to your tweet, share it
by re-tweeting it or like it.

êê Hashtags are digital tags that organize and

track content. To add a hashtag, use the #
symbol in front of words. Spaces and punctuation break the hashtag. The official hashtag
for Canada’s 150th birthday is #Canada150.
Some of Canada’s most used hashtags in
2016 included: #BellLetsTalk, #WeTheNorth
and #electionnight.

êê Tweets are public unless a user’s account is
protected. Protected account activity can
only be seen by people given permission.
Private tweets between users are possible
with the use of direct messaging.

4. With such an incredible volume of content
coming from users all over the world, it can take
some effort in building a following and getting

your messages noticed. Key strategies for
improving engagement on Twitter include:

êê Follow people. Users see who is following
them, which can prompt them to follow
you back.

êê Post tweets. Having a profile with no tweets
is worse than having no profile at all. Tweet
about topics that interest you, share interesting articles and engaging content, create
polls. Tweets with images and links have
higher engagement rates than text only.

êê Talk with others. Retweets, replies, mentions

and likes are different ways you can engage
others and start a dialogue, rather than only
pushing out content.

êê Use hashtags. They’re not just a way to

track a conversation, they’re a way to get
your tweets seen by people who don’t follow
you, but who are monitoring a hashtag
topic — and a way for you to find like-minded
accounts to follow.

“THE OFFICIAL HASHTAG FOR

CANADA’S 150TH BIRTHDAY IS
#CANADA150.”
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“FACEBOOK BOASTED

1.23 BILLION DAILY ACTIVE
USERS AND 1.86 BILLION
MONTHLY ACTIVE USERS.”

FACEBOOK
What is Facebook?
Facebook’s stated mission is “to give people the
power to share and make the world more open
and connected.” It was founded in 2004. On
average for December 2016, Facebook boasted
1.23 billion daily active users and 1.86 billion
monthly active users — that’s nearly a quarter
of the world’s population! Facebook’s defining
feature is the ‘like’
that people can give content.
Recently, Facebook expanded to include the reactions of love, angry, sad, laughing and wow.

Who uses Facebook?
The Pew Research Center reports that Facebook
remains by far the most popular social media
platform. As of 2016, 79 per cent of online adults
use Facebook, far ahead of Instagram’s 32 per cent
and Twitter’s 23 per cent. The amount of people
who use Facebook, as well as users who log in
daily, also continue to increase. Nearly 90 per cent
of adults aged 18–29 use Facebook, but are
followed closely by 84 per cent of those 30–49
and 72 per cent aged 50–64. Perhaps surprisingly, 62 per cent of online adults 65 and older use
Facebook. Gender distribution favour women, with

83 per cent of online adult women using Facebook
and 75 per cent of men. Facebook penetration in
the United States and Canada is close, with 62 and
61 per cent respectively.

How does it work?
1. A user signs up at www.facebook.com and
begins to create a profile by adding personal
information. Users can choose how much
and what information they use to customize
their profile, such as profile and cover images,
birthday, relationship status, employment,
hometown, current location and more.

2. Users can specify privacy settings to direct how
easy (or not) it is to find them, what images and
status updates are public or open to friends only.

3. Unlike Twitter where a user can follow someone even if that person doesn’t follow them,
Facebook is based on friends. In order to add
friends, a user must send a friend request to a
person who then must accept the request to
complete the addition. A user’s news feed is
populated by what their friends post and
what is posted by pages they follow, as well
as suggested and promoted content.
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4. Start posting! Keep in mind the following:

êê

Facebook status updates can be up to
63,206 characters long. After Facebook
announced this larger character limit,
Mashable offered some examples of what
could fit into a status update:

êê The first 20 chapters of the Bible’s Book
of Genesis

êê 451.5 tweets
êê The American Constitution 2.32 times
êê 47% of Ernest Hemingway’s The Old Man
and the Sea

êê Videos, images and links can be added to a

status update. Facebook will automatically
create a preview of the media or website to
include with your text.

êê Users can tag a person in a post, video or

image. Other users can comment, like and
share posts.

êê Text of a status update cannot be formatted

bold, italic or underline. Additionally, a specific
part of text cannot be hyperlinked like you
would in a Word document or on a web page.

About Facebook Pages
Twitter accounts are the same for individuals as
they are for organizations. Facebook, however,
distinguishes between personal profiles and pages
for businesses and organizations. The general
functions remain the same for both in terms of
sharing text, image or video updates and web links.
Instead of friending a page, a user will “like” a page
so that its content will appear in their news feed. A
page does not follow individuals back, nor do they
have to grant permission to individuals. Facebook
groups, on the other hand, can be open public or
requiring permission.
Common strategies that businesses and organizations employ to effectively use Facebook
pages include:

êê Creating a well-rounded and complete profile
with a recognizable profile picture or logo,
detailed “About” section, accurate contact
information and website link.

êê Staying on top of comments, questions

and messages from users, and if required,
responding in a timely manner.

êê Hashtags can be included in posts. When

êê Posting regularly, but not too often, and

êê Users can create events and groups, make

êê Boosting the reach of content with paid

searching for content with a hashtag, users
will see what their friends have posted, or
people and pages with privacy settings set
to “global.”
them open or private, invite friends only or
allow anyone to join in.

ensuring a good mix of content. Creating
an ideal mix of content means: a balance of
promotional and informative; and, a variety
of text, images and video.
promotion of content and advertisements.

êê Regular monitoring of the analytics Facebook
offers and recognizing what works well and
what doesn’t.
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“IN 2016, THERE WERE 600 MILLION
MONTHLY ACTIVE USERS…”

INSTAGRAM
What is Instagram?

2. Once the app is downloaded, a user creates an

Instagram was launched in 2010 as a platform for
people to share pictures. Instagram “imagine[s]
a world more connected through photos.” Unlike
Facebook and Twitter that have both desktop and
mobile platforms, Instagram is primarily used and
accessed through mobile devices. In 2016, there
were 600 million monthly active users, of which
59 per cent are daily users. Instagram is most
widely known for the special filters that users can
edit their photos with.

3. Start sharing! Keep in mind:

Who uses Instagram?
Among the social media platform explored in this
chapter, Instagram is the most youthful. Fifty-nine
per cent of online adults aged 18–29 use Instagram,
decreasing to 33 per cent for those 30–49 and
18 per cent for the 50–64 bracket. Female
internet users are more likely to use Instagram
than men, 38 per cent versus 26 per cent respectively. American and Canadian users have
similar Instagram usage at around 24 per cent
of their populations.

How does it work?
1. Instagram is an app that must be downloaded
to a mobile device (i.e. cell phone, tablet). It is
only available on Apple or Android devices. Users
can view photos online at www.instagram.com,
but they cannot post via the website.

account and profile, and starts following others.
Similar to Twitter, Instagram users follow others.
Following people is open and public unless a
user has their account protected, in which case a
request must be approved first.

êê Users can upload a photo from their device’s
image library, or take a new image or video
using Instagram’s in-app camera.

êê Instagram makes it easy to edit photos with
a selection of filters that change the colour,
focus and composition of a photo, as well as
other editing tools.

êê As an option, users can add a comment photo

caption or include hashtags with their photo.
Other users can also be tagged in a photo.
Users can comment on and like other people’s
photos. A third-party app is required to repost
other people’s photos.

êê Instagram is not link-friendly. If a person

includes a URL in their photo comment, it
is not hyperlinked, nor is it easy to copy and
paste. There is space available for a link in a
person’s bio, so frequently you will see comments “See link in bio.”

êê Other than the option for paid boosting of

content, there is no real distinction between
Instagram for individuals and businesses.
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BEST
PRACTICES
With the pervasiveness of social media for both personal and
professional use, there is no shortage of resources and guides
available to people looking to improve their use of the platforms.
A quick perusal of Google will provide countless different tips
for increasing audiences and improving engagement rates. The
foundation or the common denominator among any strategy for
any platform is: know your audience. Understanding who follows you
and interacts with you on social media will help guide you in what
kind of content you should be sharing, how and when.
All users, individuals or organizations,
should consider the following guidelines:

êê Check the quality of your posts to

make sure that messages are easy
to understand, have correct spelling
and that the correct links are used.

êê Find a frequency that works well for

you to keep connected, but don’t post
too much and risk annoying others.
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êê Practice two-way communication

by liking, sharing and commenting
on content from others, in addition
to posting yourself.

êê Do not harass or use abusive lan-

guage. It is very easy for your words
and photos to live in perpetuity on
the internet, no matter how well
you think you deleted something.

“…CONTENT CALENDARS HELP

TEAMS PLAN OUT CONTENT FOR
THEIR SOCIAL MEDIA FEEDS.”

Organizations and businesses should consider
the following strategies to enhance their social
media presence:

Content Calendars
Also known as editorial calendars, content calendars help teams plan out content for their
social media feeds. Magazines and journals use
an editorial calendar to plan content of issues
in advance as their production lead time can
be lengthy. Although social media is immediate, identifying the opportunities you know of
in advance creates time to brainstorm creative
ideas and produce quality content. Populating the

MON MAY 15
Fb, Tw post
promoting gala

MON MAY 22
Victoria Day

TUES MAY 16
FB, Tw last
chance for gala
tickets post

calendar with events, holidays, awareness dates
(e.g. International Women’s Day, Daffodil Month)
can fill up the calendar quickly and give your team
ideas for content to post. If you have busy feeds, a
calendar will help schedule content appropriately.
Below is a fictional sample of how an organization’s
content calendar could look. Note that important
events have been scheduled, allowing the team to
identify what posts are needed in advance or afterwards. Having these opportunities identified early,
gives teams time to prepare content in advance
and frees up time for the daily monitoring and
engagement that comes up with social media.

WED MAY 17

THURS MAY 18

Charity Gala
Int’l Day Against
Homophobia and
Transphobia:
Fb, Tw, IG post
with rainbow
flag and Exec
Dir statement

Fb, Tw post
thanking
gala sponsors
and donors

FRI MAY 19
Fb, Tw, IG post
wishing everyone a great
long weekend

IG post with
picture reel
from gala

TUES MAY 23

WED MAY 24

THURS MAY 25

FRI MAY 26

Spring newsletter
goes out

Fb, Tw post
highlighting lead
newsletter story

Fb, Tw post
promoting
tomorrow’s report

2017 statistics
report released:
Fb, Tw post with
link to new report

IG “Throwback
Thursday” post
with gala picture
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Schedule posts

Negative interactions

Similar to the content calendar strategy, there
are social media tools that help teams schedule
content in advance. This can be useful to manage
posts that recur regularly, posts that have a very
specific timeframe, or posts that happen outside
of working hours or on holidays. Facebook offers
pages the functionality to schedule in advance.
Twitter and Instagram require a third-party application, such as TweetDeck or Hootsuite.

If a user makes a negative comment on your page
or post, respond with caution. Spam, harassment
or violent language can be deleted, blocked ad
reported. If the harassing post also contains a
valid concern, you may address the comment,
clearly state abusive language is not tolerated and
suggest the conversation is continued over private
message or email.

TIP!
Do not rely on automatic or scheduled
postings too much. The very nature of
social media is in the moment, immediate
and personal, not automated. Scheduling
is a helping hand, not an extra body on
your team.
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If a user leaves a negative review or comment, it
can be tempting to automatically delete it so that
other visitors to your page do not see it. Resist the
temptation. Address their concerns calmly and
politely (and as soon as possible, before they feel
ignored), apologize if necessary, state how you will
correct the situation or follow-up, offer to get more
information and resolve it via private messaging
or email. Turn the negative comments into an
opportunity to show your audiences that you are
responsive and respectful.

Approval process

Regular monitoring

Whether you work on a large team for a company or are just one of a few in a small non-profit,
establishing a review or approval process for at
least some of your social media activity can be a
helpful checks and balance. A second set of eyes
can catch spelling errors and ensure messages are
understood well. Depending on the content and
tone of your social feeds, they can also help catch
messages that might be misinterpreted or offensive to some. Work with your team to come up with
a process that works best for your group, that isn’t
a roadblock to the timely use of social media, and
that will help keep quality high. Whatever process
is chosen, make sure that team members all clearly
understand expectations.

The immediate nature of social media means
that teams need to keep an eye on how users are
interacting with their page on a regular basis.
Consumers, customers and followers have come to
expect more direct interaction in a timely manner
from organizations and companies, due largely
to the advent of social media. This is not solely
for negative comments, but also responding to
positive interactions and answering questions. If
possible, designate a team member to be responsible for monitoring social media and flagging
items that need to be reviewed by a supervisor
or the team. Twitter, Facebook and Instagram
all offer the functionality of notifying users when
their content is liked, shared or commented on or
when a private message is received. Take advantage of those notifications to stay on top of your
audience engagement.
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MEDIA
RELATIONS

Media relations is the practice of working with media to tell a
story or communicate news to a public audience. Resulting media
coverage is sometimes referred to as “earned media,” meaning that
the coverage and profile were not paid for like an advertisement
or sponsorship.
Today’s media encompasses many
different outlets and formats:

êê Print – newspapers (daily, weekly or
monthly; national, regional, local),
magazines, newsletter, journals

êê Broadcast – television and radio
(national, regional, local)

êê Online – news sites and feeds,
blogs, video, images, social
media, podcasts

Interacting with
the media
Working with the media can be categorized by: reactive and proactive. Reactive
media relations refer to when the media
contacts an individual or organization and
requests participation in a story they are
developing. Proactive media relations refer
to when an individual or organization contacts a media representative and shares
news or a story in the hopes the media
will cover it, otherwise known as pitching.
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Reactive Media Relations

“HELLO, THIS IS JAN

FROM THE TIMES.
I’D LIKE TO SPEAK TO
SOMEONE WHO CAN
COMMENT ON TODAY’S
BREAKING NEWS
ANNOUNCEMENT.
MY DEADLINE IS IN
20 MINUTES.”

When a journalist or writer is developing a story,
they interview people related to the topic or who
can provide a relevant comment. Interviews serve
to answer questions, provide clarity and offer reactions or perspectives. Especially in news reporting,
journalists aim to cover multiple perspectives and
provide a balanced story.

What do I do if a journalist calls me?
Below is a list of questions to keep in mind when
the media contact you or your organization.
The first key to a successful relationship with
any member of the media is timeliness. News is
a business driven by strict deadlines and it is in
your best interest to respond as soon as possible.
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Earning a reputation as a contact who is responsive, timely and helpful will serve you well in
building long-term relationships with members of
the media. With that in mind, getting answers to
these questions will help you effectively respond
to a media request:

êê What is the focus of the story?
êê What information are you looking for me
to offer?

êê What is your deadline and when is the story
expected to run?

êê How long will the interview take?
êê Will it be live or recorded? (television or radio)
êê Where will the interview take place? (over the
phone, in person, in studio)

êê Who else are you speaking to for this story?
Depending on the nature of the request, you may
also wish to ask what precipitated this interview
request, such as a new research report or a tip from
a member of the public. This will help you establish
the context of the story and best position you or
your organization in the response.

Media contacts and spokespeople
Organizations and companies are media-friendly
when they have easy-to-find contacts. First, the
media contact (sometimes known as the media
relations office) is the team or individual that is primarily responsible for liaising with media, briefing
spokespeople, preparing media materials and monitoring coverage. Typically, they are the first point of
contact for journalists. Second, the media spokesperson is the identified individual(s) designated
to speak officially on behalf of an organization.
Sometimes there are more than one, sometimes
it is the same person as the media contact. Both
positions required skills and experience in media
relations and giving interviews.

TIP!

Key Messages

Next time you are browsing a company’s
website, look for their “Newsroom” or “Media
Centre” page. Notice how they clearly
state how to reach the media team, or the
background documents they provide about
spokespeople. This web section is also where
you’ll find their collection of advisories and
releases, stock photos, logos and more.

Preparing for a media event, presentation, event
or other engagement activity is more effective
with the use of key messages: statements that
clearly communicate the main ideas you want to
get across. Preparing them and studying them in
advance will help interviewees and speakers feel
comfortable with the points, which in turn helps
with effective delivery.

How do I prepare for an interview?
Whether you are conducting the interview with the
media, or are preparing someone else, it is essential to prepare in advance. Even though you are
responding to the media who likely have a set angle
in mind, a well-briefed spokesperson can influence
the resulting story. Two strategies can help a person
prepare for reactive interviews:

1. Define key messages: Think of the information
that you consider essential to a complete story
and write three to five key messages. Be very
familiar and comfortable with these messages
so you can deliver them with confidence to
the media.

2. Anticipate questions: Brainstorm the questions
you think a member of the media might ask
regarding your story and prepare responses
to each. If you don’t know the answer to a
question during the interview, offer to find the
answer or information right after the interview
and follow-up as soon as possible. You can also
recommend an alternative interviewee who is
better-positioned to address a particular topic.
Whatever you do, do not make something up.

Keep them concise:
Key messages are not a script or an essay.
They are reference points to help someone
understand and deliver the main points.
Pick three to five main messages.

Effectively clear:
Key messages can sometimes be delivered by multiple people, so it’s important
that they are easily understood the same
way. Use language that is impactful
and meaningful.

Your audience matters:
Always consider who will be on the receiving
end of the message. Who reads this newspaper? Who is at this event? Make your
messages matter to those people.
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Message
EXAMPLE:
In celebration of Canada’s 150th anniversary, the Ukrainian Canadian
Congress has established a youth-led initiative, Celebrating the
Strength of Canada’s Diversity.

Detail
Example

In this one sentence, we’ve identified the who, what and why.
Of course, one sentence isn’t always enough to completely answer
someone’s question. When preparing for an interview or event, it is
recommended that you prepare supporting points to help you expand
upon and illustrate your key messages using an “inverted triangle.”
The prior example can be built upon with more detail and an example. These aren’t the essential
main points, but if the opportunity is available, they help bring to life the main point.
In celebration of Canada’s 150th anniversary, the Ukrainian Canadian Congress has established a
youth-led initiative, Celebrating the Strength of Canada’s Diversity.

ê More detail… Community animators have been selected in Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan,
Alberta and British Columbia to work in partnership with youth from other ethnic and cultural
backgrounds, which help youth find unity as Canadians.

ê A specific example… For example, our animator in Saskatchewan is working with the organizers

of a local pow wow festival to create an opportunity for Ukrainian youth and indigenous youth
to watch and learn about each other’s traditional dances.
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Proactive Media Relations
When you want to share news or information with a
broad public audience, the media is a very effective
channel. However, space, time and staff resources
are finite and there is competition from many others who have a story to share. The best pitches to
the media clearly position the who, what, when and
where, as well as the why should anyone care.

Building media lists
No matter how riveting the news or how exciting
the event is, no one will know about it unless you
tell the right people. When the media are concerned, it’s not enough to pick the newspaper or
radio station that speaks to your target audience, you need to find the right person within the
media outlet. Creating a media list takes time
and research, but it is something you can refer
to repeatedly.
Start by determining whether your news or event is
of a local, regional or national nature. Research and
identify the outlets within the target area:

êê Community newspapers (weekly, monthly)
êê Online communities (e.g. Facebook groups,
popular blogs)

êê Radio stations
êê Television news programs
êê Daily regional or national papers
TIP!
Wikipedia is a good first place to look when
building a media list, as it identifies all the
outlets available in a city or town. Don’t forget to ask your friends and colleagues what
sources they consult for their news.

Once you’ve listed the outlets that are appropriate for your purposes, explore what kind of stories
they cover to get a sense of whether your news or
event would fit well for them. Also, look to see who
is reporting on stories that are similar to yours. This
is known as “beats” because you will typically have
the same journalists covering similar topics (e.g.
politics, sports, crime, etc.).
Find “Contact Us” information. This can be different
for every newspaper, station and channel. With
radio and television, look for the assignment editor.
This is the individual(s) who plans what a program
will cover each day and which journalist will be
responsible. With newspapers, look for editors of a
specific section, such as city, arts, sports or others.
Some outlets will offer general contact information
for news tips and events, but try to find a specific
person first.

TIP!
You can often find specific contact information for journalists on social media. Many
outlets have a Twitter presence and some
of them curate a list of their journalists
who are on Twitter. Look for these lists for
more information about the stories that
journalists are interested in and their direct
contact information.

When in doubt, call the outlet directly and ask them
where you can send news and event information.
If your news or event warrants a large distribution,
perhaps throughout a province or nationally, there
are organizations that offer wires and lists to help
you reach the media, such as CNW and Cision.
Databases enable you to search and find media
contacts by region, outlet, beats and more. Wire
services will transmit your media material. There
are costs associated with each service.
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“HELLO, MY NAME IS

CATHY AND I’M WITH
THE UKRAINIAN
CANADIAN CONGRESS.
I HAVE A STORY I THINK
YOU’D BE INTERESTED
IN COVERING.”

Email Pitch Tips
Email is by far the preferred method of journalists
for being pitched. But whether you are crafting
an email or picking up the phone, assume that
the journalist on the receiving end of your pitch is
very busy with a deadline and you have 15 seconds
to grab their attention. Your objective is not to
present them with a fully-formed story, but rather
a seed that will sprout interest.

1. Start off right with a clear and catchy subject
to compel the recipient to open your message.

	Smith Centre and Davis Group mark
Canada’s 150th anniversary.

	Community groups unite to celebrate
major milestone.

2. Identify yourself and the organization that
you are acting on behalf of, followed by one
sentence summarizing the reason you’re
contacting them.
e.g. Hello: My name is Jan Taylor and I work with
the Ukrainian Canadian Congress. I’m organizing an event that will bring together youth in
our city from different ethnic communities to
celebrate what unites us as Canadians.
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3. Outline the details: the what, why, when
and where.

4. Describe how media can attend, what kind of
video or photo opportunities are available and
who can be interviewed.

5. Close with a call to action, such as a request for
the media to attend an event or for an interview
opportunity, and share your contact details. Let
them know if you’ve attached extra information
or if there is a website they can consult.
Email is an easy and effective way of connecting
with media outlets, but they receive a large volume
of pitches. Be patient and don’t get discouraged
if you don’t hear back immediately. After a couple
of days, follow up with another email or a phone
call. Check to see if they received your initial email,
if they’d like you to resend or provide any further
details. Also, don’t be surprised if you don’t hear
back at all and the media shows up to cover your
event! Media are not always able to confirm their
attendance in advance because it depends so
heavily on what other news is happening that day.

What makes my story or
event newsworthy?
The media are interested in stories that are meaningful to the community in which they work, that
have an impact on the community’s people. Stories
and events that are related to other hot topics of
the day are also well-received. Beyond the subject,
will media be able to interview people or attend an
event? Will there be opportunities for interesting
photographs or video footage? Remember, their
priority is making a story that will grab and keep
the attention of viewers, readers and listeners.
What keeps you interested when reading or watching the news? Make it easy for the media to put
together an interesting and compelling story.

Common reasons for proactive media
relations include:

êê Launch of a new company, program,
service or location

êê New research report
êê Financial performance reporting
êê Awards (presenting of or winning)
êê Fundraising campaigns
êê Government relations
êê Events
On-site Relations
When a member of the media arrives on site for
a news conference or event, be ready to:

êê Confirm details such as program times,
names, and messaging.

êê Help arrange photo opportunities or
interviews.

êê Direct them to the best areas to watch,
record or film from.

TIP!
It is not necessary to have people sign a
photo release form for use by the news
media, nor is permission needed for photos
taken in a public space. However, if you are
arranging people for a photo opportunity,
let them know that it is for media or social
media. Confirm names, spelling and titles (if
applicable) of photo subjects. Photo release
forms are required if the photo will be used
to promote a product or service.

Have any media kits or materials ready and available
and ensure they know how to reach you should they
need to confirm anything before completing a story.

Monitoring and Evaluation
It is good practice for organizations and companies
to continually monitor the news for stories that
include them or stories related to their priorities.
Keeping track of coverage allows companies to
analyze how well they’re positioned publicly and
evaluate success in communicating their priorities.
Monitoring the news for relevant topics can present ideas and opportunities for media relations
activities (e.g. submitting a letter to the editor,
following-up with a new journalist contact).
There are multimillion-dollar software programs
and services that monitor and analyze news
coverage. Many government departments have
teams of staff dedicated solely to monitoring news
coverage. Smaller-scale options exist too, though.
For example, Google News offers a free alert function that notifies a user any time coverage occurs
meeting their specified search criteria.
When evaluating the coverage an organization
receives for quality and effectiveness look for:

êê Was the spokesperson quoted?
êê Are the key messages repeated clearly
and accurately?

êê Is there a photo or video?
êê How prominently is it placed in the paper or
on the website?

êê Is the overall tone positive?
êê Is there a call to action for readers?
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Media Alternatives
Consider all the different ways you get your news.
Beyond the newspaper, evening news and morning
radio, there are likely many others that may not
even be obvious. Community groups, professional
associations, fraternal organizations and churches,
among others, all have “members” that they communicate with. Many have their own newspapers,
e-newsletters, websites, social media, wall displays
and bulletins.
Often volunteer-led, they are keen for people
to submit information they can publish on their
channels. They take opportunities to showcase
positive stories happening in their communities
and profiling members. Keep in mind that because
they are volunteer-led, they do not often have the
capacity to attend an event or write a fresh news
article. Writing an article for them and/or supplying
a photo will increase your chance of coverage.
Suggested groups:

êê Community or neighbourhood associations
êê Chambers of commerce
êê Business Improvement Areas
êê Unions
êê Local retailers and businesses
êê Rotary Club, Lions Club, Knights of Columbus
Media Materials
There are a number of media materials that are
typically used to help with coverage of news and
events, each with their own purpose.
Media advisory: A brief document inviting media
to attend an announcement or event. It can also
be used to let media know that an organization
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will be available for interviews of a specific nature
(e.g. National Volunteer Week, commenting on a
government’s budget).
Media/press release: A full document that presents
a complete narrative around news or an event.
Contains specific details as well as commentary
quotes. A media release is prepared in such a way
that if a journalist could not attend or conduct an
interview, they would be able to cover it with the
release alone.
Backgrounder: A document containing background
information or supplementary details. Often
reserved for technical details, complex subjects or
evidence-based work.
Photo and caption: Photo from an event or
announcement, or a photo related to the subject at
hand, with an appropriate caption. Useful for when
media cannot attend an event in person, but want
to provide coverage.
If you have a position or comment to share with
the media, a letter to the editor or an op-ed is
recommended. Letters to the editor are brief and
in response to a particular article in a newspaper
or magazine. Op-eds are longer, essay-like pieces.
Op-ed refers to “opposite editorial,” meaning they
are printed on the page beside where the newspaper prints its editorial column. The most effective
op-eds are written by people who are well-known or
have definable expertise on the topic. Op-eds must
be relevant, but do not have to relate to a specific
article. Check a newspaper’s website for submission
guidelines around letters and op-eds, such as word
count and deadlines.

EXTRA RESOURCES
Media Advisory
Media Release

TEMPLATES
AND
RESOURCES

a. Budget Template
b. Critical Path
c.

Checklist Schedule

d. Event Questionnaire

e. The Ultimate
Event Checklist
f.

Media Advisory

g. Media Release
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A. BUDGET TEMPLATE
Event Budget for [Event Name]
> Expenses
TOTAL EXPENSES
SITE

Estimated

Actual

REFRESHMENTS

Room and hall fees

$500.00

$250.00

Food

Site staff

$400.00

$50.00

Drinks

Equipment

Linens

Tables and chairs

Staff and gratuities

Actual

$1,145.00

$395.00

Estimated

Actual

Total

$900.00

$300.00

Total

$0.00

$0.00

DECORATIONS

Estimated

Actual

PROGRAM

Estimated

Actual

Flowers

$200.00

$50.00

Performers

Candles

Speakers

Lighting

Travel

Balloons

Hotel

Paper supplies

Other

Total

$200.00

$50.00

Total

$0.00

$0.00

PUBLICITY

Estimated

Actual

PRIZES

Estimated

Actual

Graphics
work

$45.00

$45.00

Ribbons/Plaques/
Trophies

$0.00

$0.00

Photocopying/Printing

Gifts

Postage

Total

Total

$45.00

$45.00

MISCELLANEOUS

Estimated

Actual

$0.00

$0.00

Telephone
Transportation
Stationery supplies
Fax services
Total
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B. CRITICAL PATH
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C. CHECKLIST SCHEDULE
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D. EVENT QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Overall, how would you rate the event?
¡¡ Excellent
¡¡ Very good
¡¡ Good
¡¡ Fair
¡¡ Poor

2. How helpful was the content presented at the event?
¡¡
¡¡
¡¡
¡¡
¡¡

Extremely helpful
Very helpful
Somewhat helpful
Not so helpful
Not at all helpful

3. How engaging was the speaker at the event?
¡¡
¡¡
¡¡
¡¡
¡¡

Extremely engaging
Very engaging
Somewhat engaging
Not so engaging
Not at all engaging

4. How likely are you to attend this event again in the future?
¡¡ Extremely likely
¡¡ Very likely
¡¡ Somewhat likely
¡¡ Not so likely
¡¡ Not at all likely

5. Do you have any questions, comments or concerns?
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E. THE ULTIMATE EVENT CHECKLIST
EVENT BASICS 101
Set event goals (SMART goals)

Book venue

Choose you target audience

Book caterers

Create an initial approximate budget

Create an event name

Set post-event evaluation date

Create logo

Create event committee

Create website

Set an event date

Create guest list

Determine availability of speakers + performers

Set launch date to promote event

Create sponsorship package

Create itinerary/schedule

ADMINISTRATIVE
Salary, honorariums or gratuities

Confirm hotel partner

Printer

Food (per diems)

Cash box and float

Office supplies (paper, pens, computer)

Name tags

Attendee registration list

Contact list of key personnel

Signage

Access cards

Flipchart

Easels
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FACILITY
Confirm venue rental (contract)

Confirm security needs and times

Select decorations (centerpieces, linens)

Confirm catering (food/drink)

Choose floor plan

Confirm staffing requirements

Book tables and chairs

Get wi-fi costs and password

Book audio-visual equipment and labour

Hire cleaning services

Confirm parking and costs

Confirm event day venue contact

Confirm capacity

Load-in/delivery times and capabilities

Accessibility (persons with disabilities)

Plan B – rain (if hosted outdoors)

Book hospitality suite

CATERING
Meet caterer

Confirm delivery and set up

Ensure special dietary restriction are met

Book taste testing (if available)

Bar services (cash bar, open bar)

Confirm catering staff (bar tenders, servers)

Confirms dishware and linens (if included)

Sign contract

EVENT NEEDS (EMERGENCIES)
Event insurance (liability insurance)

Permits

Contracts with vendors and venue

Event signage (registration, VIP area, etc)

On-site paramedics

First aid kits

Consent forms

Emergency plan (exits, contacts, strategy)

MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS
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Social media (ads, promotions, twitter)

Website development

Videography

Media relations (interviews, outreach)

Photography

Merchandise/giveaways

Mobile applications

Surveys

Send invites

Printing (posters, schedules)

Press release

Media advisory
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TRANSPORTATION
Book taxis on stand by

Get taxi chits for VIP guests

Book bus charter/shuttles

Book flights and hotels for VIP guests

GUEST MANAGEMENT
Special needs

Food restrictions for catering

Wheelchair accessibility

Washrooms

Tables and seating

Coat check

SPEAKERS AND VIP GUESTS
Separate registration check in

Podium

Reserved seating

Microphone

Hotel accommodations

Confirm contract and sign

Water for speaking at the podium

Transportation to event and back

Honorarium/payment

Create name tags

Prepare thank you notes

Flowers

Kleenex

PERFORMERS
Stage plan and set up (from performers)

Stage manager

PA system

Drum set

Microphones

DI cables (to connect instruments)

Carpet (for drums)

Stage

Stage lights

Fog machine

Bottled water

VIP room

Food/drink (or vouchers)

Book sound check and load in slot

Merchandise table with chairs
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PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEOGRAPHY
Create photo shot list

Bottled water

Create video shot list

Reserved seating

Food/drink

Provide schedule of events

Confirm deadlines to retrieve files post-event

REGISTRATION TABLE
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Pens

Printer

Markers (permanent, colour)

Computer

Paper

Batteries

Name tags (pre-made and empty)

Safety pins

Bottled water

Duct tape or painters tape

Extension cord(s)

Scissors

Table and chairs

Highlighter

Clipboards

Baskets or containers for storage

Signage

Volunteers

Printed guest lists (alphabetically)

Made and printed programs or agendas

Table numbers

Table seating chart

Kleenex

First aid kit

Stapler

Three-hole punch
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DECORATIONS/ATMOSPHERE
Balloons

Glassware

Centerpieces

Napkins

Candles

Place cards

Cutlery/plates

Linens

Music (entertainment, iPod, CD)

Flowers

Lights

Favours/takeaways

Backdrops

Carpet

Stanchions

Draping

Couches or chairs

Cocktail tables

Tables/seating

Garbage and recycling

EVENT SIGNAGE
Easels to hold signs

Registration

Breakout sessions rooms (time and subject)

Parking access

Private area (VIP room)

Sponsorship

Welcome

Directional signs (to guide guests)

Reserved signs

Panelist tent cards

Washroom

EVENT DAY CONTACTS
Facility Services

IT services

Public Safety

Caterer

Rental company(ies)

Key volunteers/staff

Performers and speakers
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FUNDRAISING
Charity banners, posters, materials

Pledge forms for donations

Cash box with float

Donation boxes

Charity guest speaker

Raffle or 50/50 lottery license

Charity video

Communicate post event fundraised total

Silent/live auction items

Live auction auctioneer

OUTDOOR EVENT
Toilet Rentals

Bottled water

Tents

Tables/seating

Food concessions

Garbage and recycling

Signage

Volunteers

Gates

Crowd PA system

Stage

Sound system

Master of Ceremonies/speaker

Screens

IT Technicians

Stage manager

Create emergency plan
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F. MEDIA ADVISORY

[Your organization logo here]

MEDIA ADVISORY
A catchy headline that will grab attention
Date (of when the advisory is being sent), City (of where the advisory is being sent from) — A media advisory
is an invitation to members of the media to attend an event or announcement. Start the advisory with
one or two concise paragraphs about what you are inviting the media to. Who is hosting the event and
for what purpose?
Provide details about the features of the event. Give priority to the elements that would be most
interesting to the media, such as a high-profile speaker or an interesting photo/video opportunity.

What:

Title or name of event

When:

Date and time
Provide specific times for event or program elements

Who:

Names of hosts and/or speakers
Number of attendees

êê

Where: Location and address
Include any necessary specifics that would help make it easy for media to find the venue

êê

-30Contact Information
Name, Title of the main point of contact for media
Organization
Office and mobile phone
Email | Website
Name, Title of onsite contact for media (if different from the main contact)
Organization
Office and mobile phone
Email | Website
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G. MEDIA RELEASE

[Your organization logo here]

MEDIA RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE or EMBARGO UNTIL TIME/DATE
A catchy headline that will grab attention
Date (of when the release is being issued), City (of where the release is being sent from) — A media release
communicates newsworthy information to the media with the aim of securing coverage. A release will
begin with an opening paragraph, also know as a “lede.” The lede summarizes the most important part
of the information and serves as the “hook” to attract interest.
“The second element is a quote from a relevant individual,” said Name, title of Organization. “Quotes
come from an official spokesperson or a high-profile individual related to the news. Quotes are typically
2–3 sentences and add colour commentary to the news.”
The body paragraph is for more information and facts. Use the quotes for opinion or editorialized
comments, and save facts and figures for the body paragraph. Describe the news or event. Explain
why the news is important or relevant to the audience.
“The second quote can be from the same person as the first, or another speaker,” said Name, title of
Organization. “The second quote can be more detailed than the previous as more information about
the news or event has now been provided.”
The final paragraph(s) wraps up the media release. It could be used to outline next steps or provide
further details. If there is a report to download, an image gallery to view, website to visit, include the
link in this paragraph.

-30About Your Organization: A boilerplate is a standard piece of text that describes the organization
issuing the media release. The same text is used on every release. Boilerplates can include when and
where the organization was founded, as well as positioning statements to convey the organization’s
mission. Don’t forget to include the website.
Contact Information
Name, Title of the main point of contact for media
Organization
Office and mobile phone
Email | Website
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